
WHAT’S NEW 2016







BUD

Bud offers easily adaptable seating options for lounge areas, available in round, square or 
 

or use them alone as accessory seating. Whether you need versatile seating for an informal 
meeting or to inspire collaboration, the possibilities are limited only by your imagination.



Check out our new, contemporary look on all Boardgames bases 
and accessories! Redesigned with a smooth slim line extrusion, the 
Boardgames aluminum trim offers a sleeker 
are available in all 76 Spectone colors.

BOARDGAMES: NOW SLEEKER



HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE 
MANHATTAN
Manhattan is reaching new heights! 
Our most versatile and functional table 

height-adjustable mechanism. Available 
with a Rectangular Column T Base in 
black or silver, this new feature will 
allow you to change the height of your 
table effortlessly with the push of a 
button. Go from sitting to standing in 
seconds for a flexible environment.



Adjusts from 24" to 42" 
with the touch of a button. 



ENDZONE BENCHES 

or without cushions. Add power to the end panels or add a colored laminate to 
the support beam or inside of the end panels for a striking design detail.





Credenzas are now offered at 36" buffet 
height! Features such as garbage/recycling 
pullout drawers and solid surface tops 
make it easy to keep everything clean 
and organized.

Designed to complete any room from the 
boardroom to the lunch room, our hospitality 

The carts complement our extensive table 
.

HOSPITALITY AT ITS FINEST



SNOWBALL CONNECTED WITH A NEW LOOK
Add a mini spacer table to Snowball Connected to create a clean, disciplined layout—
all within budget. Specify any Snowball design in any width, with or without arms. 
With a 500 lb rating, Snowball Connected is hard to beat!



MANHATTAN 
WITH FOOTRING
Manhattan standing height tables 
are perfect for impromptu gatherings. 
Tops are available in a variety of 
shapes and sizes, allowing tables to 
be freestanding or adjacent to the 
wall. Wire management is concealed 
through the Manhattan leg.
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